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CREATEit 2.5 - An iPad Solution for Students learning at Different Rates
Published on 12/18/17
NeoNet Corp today announces CREATEit and CREATEit Pro 2.5. CREATEit makes it easy to
design compelling visuals that you can share with your friends. This includes video,
image, audio, PDF, maps, slides, items and WebSonar Library links. Educators can now
create Slide Decks that include audio tracks and resource links that can be hosted in our
new Presentation Library for distribution to their audience. Students can use the free
CREATEit app to download and view these lessons at their own pace.
Salmon Arm, British Columbia - NeoNet Corp today introduces CREATEit and CREATEit Pro
2.5.
Educators can now create Slide Decks that include audio tracks and resource links that can
be hosted in our new Presentation Library for distribution to their audience. Students can
use the free CREATEit app to download and view these lessons at their own pace.
CREATEit Pro provides everything you need to distribute instructional material that your
audience can absorb at their own pace.
CREATEit Pro is designed, specifically for the iPad, to provide the user with an intuitive
and versatile tool set to easily present new ideas to an audience visually. You can simply
add captions and graphic items to your photos for sharing or, AirPlay to an AppleTV, to
dynamically present your stories in a very unique and compelling way.
CREATEit Pro provides the means to view, create, store, share and acquire content. This
includes video, image, audio, PDF, maps, slides, and items. Groups of Items and Slide
Decks can be exported and uploaded to a Distribution Library where they can be imported by
any other CREATEit app client that has access to the library.
Think of it as HyperCard for the iPad. CREATEit Pro combines features from PowerPoint,
PhotoShop, and Director and uses a simple flash card metaphor to provide you with a new
creative tool and a new platform to share your ideas and wisdom.
* Graphic Layout Made Easy
* Add Text, Images and Paint to your Photos
* Unlimited Typefaces in 8 colours
* 48 Paint Shades with 4 Brushes
* Create Your own Graphic Items
* Create Slide Decks
* 800 Graphic Items available to download
* 250 Background Scenes Available
* 4 Separate Layers
* Amaze Your Friends
* Customize Your Home Screen
* Create Awesome Personal Cards and Invitations
* Display Your Presentations on Apple TV
Spark Your Imagination!
First dream it then CREATEit.
CREATEit provides four overlapping layers that can be used for your presentation. The
bottom layer is where the background scene is placed. This image can be loaded from a file
or can be created ad hoc with your iPad camera.
The second layer can be used to apply paint to the background. The third layer or stage is
where the cast members are placed over the background scene and paint. These items can be
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moved, rotated and resized at any time. Items on the stage also have properties that can
be set, such as: transparency, horizontal orientation, sound control, or deletion. You
touch and hold an item to display it's property menu.
The fourth layer or foreground can be used to paint on top of the stage and included
items. Paint layers can be edited or deleted without affecting the background scene or
included cast members. and cast members can be moved on the stage without affecting the
applied paint.
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPad 2 or higher
* Requires iOS 10.0 or later
* 275 MB
Pricing and Availability:
CREATEit is free with an in-app purchase available to update to CREATEit Pro and is
available worldwide exclusively in the App Store in the Productivity category. CREATEit
Pro is $19.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and is available worldwide
exclusively in the App Store in the Productivity category.
CREATEit 2.5:
http://wisdomquest.com
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/createit/id892244216
Privacy Statement:
https://wisdomquest.com/privacy.html
WebSonar Libraries:
https://websonarlibraries.net

NeoNet Corp was established in Salmon Arm British Columbia in 2017 by Jake Jacobson and
Duane Bemister to integrate CREATEit with WebSonar to create an iPad cloud document
management platform that is independent, and free from tracking. A safe and practical
solution to enable student collaboration and presentation. Copyright (c) 2017 NeoNet Corp.
All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad and iPod are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and
registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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